
Dreamy DIYS for  
the BIG Day.



satin pretty 
This tulle table runner is sewn in three 

parts: a satin piece for the tabletop, 
and two ruffled pieces that hang down 
the sides of the table. Create the ruffles 
by sewing alternating rows of gathered 
tulle and satin to flat, satin rectangles 

of the same width. Then stitch the 
rectangles together. Tip: Cut the satin 

along the bias to avoid fraying ends.

Z

tie the knot
Create romantic seating for the 

newlyweds by tying tulle strips—
about two inches wide—to the top 

of the chair using simple lark's 
head knots. Gather each strip in 

the middle so both ends cascade to 
the floor and tie it with a ribbon. 
Tip: The “Mr” and “Mrs” signs are 

available from Studio His and Hers®.

Z
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aisle never let go
Tulle is a traditional (and stunning) choice for easy-to-create aisle decor. 

For a look like this, arrange florals in egg bouquet holders filled with floral 
foam, then use chenille stems to fasten the holder to the tulle.
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leave room  
for cake

Each tier of ruffles on this 
cake stand skirt is made up 

of small squares of scalloped 
tulle, sewn side-by-side 

onto simple cotton backing. 
Gather the squares and 

stitch them close together 
(slightly less than half an 
inch apart) for fullness. A 

white satin ribbon along the 
top creates a clean hem.

plant keepsake
Wrap a potted succulent in 
tulle and use cardstock to 
personalize a note or card.
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at long laced
Say “I do” to this sweet bridesmaid’s 
gift—a DIY scrunchie. To get started, 

sew lace (found near the wedding 
tulle) length-wise into a tube. Flip 

the tube inside-out to hide the seam, 
then pull an elastic band through 

and stitch the ends together.

Z

favorite favor
When layering fabrics for gift-wrap, 
choose a cohesive color scheme—in 
this case, earthy neutral shades—to 

keep it from looking overly busy. 
Then arrange an elegant overlay of 
textures (cotton, tulle, jute and fiber 

picks) that blend well together.

Z

wedding rings
These rhinestone-topped flowers 
are easy DIY embellishments for 
table décor. They’re crafted like 

pompoms, just with less tulle.  
Tip: When hot gluing tulle to a 
decoration, add a drop of glue 
to the fabric and let it air-dry 

for a few seconds to cool before 
placing it on the décor.
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sequin jar 
Fill with something sparkly 
to throw, wrap glitter washi 
tape on the lid and close the 
lid over three layers of tulle.

tulle treats
For candy-based favors, wrap them 

in tulle and tie off with a ribbon 
before attaching paper flowers.
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bride & groom boxes
Add tulle to the bride’s dress and 

groom’s pocket square, then jazz up 
the buttons with rhinestone stickers.

kraft flourish box
Tie the gift box closed with a 
satin ribbon, then top it with 

pearl picks and a tulle pompom 
(made with a pompom maker).

white & gold box
Wrap the favor box in tulle and tie 

it closed with a colorful ribbon. 
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confection 
direction

Tulle is sweet enough on its own, 
so to prevent a sugary smear, get 

all the fabric, trimming and ribbon 
ties wrapped around the base of the 

cupcake before adding the icing.

table for tulle
Tulle pompoms are a simple way to embellish all kinds of wedding day décor. 

A pompom maker speeds up the crafting process—bigger, puffier poms call 
for a larger maker and more fabric. Here, white, blush and glittering ivory 

pompoms tie the color scheme of the wedding into the table numbers.
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all that  
glitters is tulle

Intensify the shimmer of glitter 
tulle by stacking folds and layers—

this headband has six. Or let the 
sheerness accentuate other fabrics, 

like the tulle-wrapped grosgrain 
ribbon on this adorable sash.

On the cover: String rows of cotton 
cord through foam board, then tie 

strips of tulle onto the cord to create 
a backdrop with fullness and flow 

that’s still light enough to hang up.

every rose 
has its tulle

For a delicate rose,  
fold tulle over itself twice 
and gather it onto a large 

quilting needle using over-
under threading (keeping 
it all on the needle). Feed 
the back end of the tulle 

into the needle’s eye, twist 
so the rose shape forms and 

pull the needle through.

Centerpiece: Cut and hot glue 
lightweight mitsumata stems 
to craft a tulle blossom tree.
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Zflower tulle
Make simple shoes wedding-ready with some quick tulle additions. For the flower, stack two 

separate gatherings of tulle (six layers each), then sew them together with a rhinestone button.

bridal 
bracelet

Gather and sew ivory 
lace and gold glitter 

tulle, then top it with 
a rhinestone trim on a 
layer of satin ribbon.
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a-door-able wreath
For this look, drape tulle over the bottom of a wood bead wreath and tie 

with an ivory satin ribbon. Place a heart wreath in the center and use clear 
cord to tie the two wreaths to each other, then hot glue on florals.
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